
Part 9 – True Constitution Why The Flag?  

 

INVOCATION:  Beloved Mighty Presence, the Great Central Sun.  We Acknowledge Your 

Presence Within the ‘I AM’ One World Nation, the Heart of the World, the Ascended 

Host, the Angelic Host, Elements, Elementals, Devas, the Lessor and Greater Builders 

of Form and the Nature Kingdoms.  We Call Forth the Sacred Fire Mastery Control 

Surrounding Each One Within this Circle of Light, In Any condition We Contact within 

the Outer World to Protect and Forever Expand All that Is Constructive, All that Is of 

God Within the Nations of this World.  We Keep Our Attention Focused Upon the 

Eternal Sacred Fire Presence, Filling All Space, Infinitely Throughout all Outer 

Atmospheres.  We Command and Demand the Sacred Fire to Strengthen All that Is 

Constructive, the Fulfilment of the Divine Plan on Earth, Within Its Heart, the Eternally 

Sustained Existence, the Command of the Sacred Fire and Its Ever-Expanding Blessing 

of Love to Life.   

SANAT KUMARA:  Beloved Lights of Universal Love, ‘I AM’ Sanat Kumara and once again I 

Come to this Elemental Grace Alliance Council to share My Essence and Pressure for the 

Benevolent upliftment and further expansion of the Narayana Consciousness and Divine 

Grace for all of humanity.   

This Treatise will Assist in the reiteration of the importance of the ‘Synergy of Energies’ of 

those who will for the time being, continue to work together with great distances between 

them, as compared with the potentials of those working within the same physical proximity 

using their Synergetic Transferences therein.  There is a distance problem here at present, at 

least for this early stage of development of such Radiation and Dissemination of Loving 

Energies, and so is creating a less than Perfect situation than anticipated.  So once again We 

are looking at another aspect of compliance regarding the use of physical Radiation Centres 

and the Memberships thereof, as compared with groups gathering individually together from 

all different localities and energetic backgrounds around the world.  This is yet another 

complex matter that needs further discussion and deliberation, but perhaps just not at this 

time.  I would suggest that this be addressed in more detail when the time comes to 

Formulate the Christ Council Discourses and Formulations for Creating the Christ Councils on 

Location. 

Indeed, all this is Divinely Orchestrated, and simply follows on with what Beloved Maha 

Chohan began in His Address when He said, speaking of the old formation of Groups: 

 “In the early ages, these individuals and their particular Groups of dedicated Lifestreams 

worked always in the privacy of the Great Temples of the Sacred Fire and the amount of 

Spiritual Wealth that infiltrated the mass mind in those ages was determined both by the 

development and nature of the Conductor, and the Strength and Vitality of the ‘Forcefields’ 



which were voluntarily created by the individuals who stood around such a one.  This Acted 

both as a Magnetic Field to draw the Truth and the Presence of the Master and as a Radiating 

Centre through dedicated Lifestreams who were prepared to carry that instruction to the 

people.”  End of Excerpt. 

The point that ‘I AM’ making is for the importance of the work now to reach greater heights 

of awareness and success, while humanity is still so far widespread physically, and mentally 

and emotionally drawn to their own personal environments, issues and daily needs to attend 

to, are still too deluded as far as the needs that are now presently being called for by God.  It 

was always the way that those Who Work within the Higher Consciousness of the ‘I AM’ 

Presence, so as to fully embrace the potentialities at hand had to gather in Groups that would 

not be disturbed by normal human life or demanding consciousness’ of everyday matters or 

situations and circumstances. 

Throughout the Ages I and My Spiritual Hierarchy have been dedicated to bringing Truth to 

mankind through whatsoever agency, organization, group or society that was available at the 

time, and through whatsoever Higher Entities and Souls that would volunteer themselves to 

assume the Responsibilities of bringing the ‘Word of God’ to humanity and the Truths 

acquired; into a vibratory action that might be absorbed and comprehended by the masses 

in each successive generation.  The Essenes are well renowned for their Work within these 

ways of Collaboration within the Realms of Higher Consciousness. 

What I believe The Maha Chohan is Proposing here, is that through these New Radiation 

Centres a New ‘Impetus of Light’ will be generated by a few dedicated Disciples, perhaps even 

the Returned Essenes Themselves, Who have once again incarnated upon the Earth, to 

complete what they began 2000 years ago alongside Our Beloved Yeshua Ben Joseph.  This 

amplification of the Light from within such Radiating Centres would then stimulate and 

motivate others around the world to make the necessary choices to align themselves to this 

more direct and Intensified Duty of Exemplifying the Father’s Business through the Christ 

Consciousness within each Ascending Human Being. 

In the times of the Essenes upon Earth, this is how that ‘Impetus of Light’ all began back then; 

The Founder of the Essene Movement, Beloved Anna, Mother of Mary and Grandmother of 

Yeshua and James, was an Immortal Soul who Knew the Sacred Laws and the Secrets of 

accessing the ‘Divine Light’.  Over two generations She ‘Light Incepted’ 72 males and 72 

females, totalling 144, including Mary, Yeshua, and James, who were also known as ‘The 

Children of Light’.  These numbers grew over time and today upon Earth We are expecting far 

more than 144,000 of These ‘Light Incepted’ Beings to once again come together to reignite 

the ‘Impetus of Light’ that will spread like wildfire all over the planet.  The shortcoming We 

have right now, is that these Dear Souls, even though they Know Who They Are, have not yet 

reignited those ‘Light Inception Codes’ within them.  We are now hoping that the New 

Radiation Centres will provide the meeting places for such Souls to come together and Ignite 

these Codes, while in close proximity of each other.  They will indeed recognize Their Brothers 

and Sisters of the Light when they meet.  But creating the draw is Our present dilemma due 



to the mass of human consciousness still interfering with such Divine Consciousness 

Patterning! 

Again, We say, once the Groups of Disciples begin to come together upon Earth with Higher 

Consciousness, thus Creating Greater Connections and Communication access to the Ancient 

Secrets of Higher Wisdom and ‘Light Inception’, things will begin to change very rapidly.  This 

will then become a much more refined dynamic, for use within such Radiating Centres.  It was 

Beloved Archangel Gabriel Who Over Lighted the Essene Movement and Knew that once 

these Groups United as a Divine Union Together, They would then Soul Merge again to have 

the potential of Ascending as a Divine Assembly.  This was indeed the Original aim of the 

Essenes until they discovered that as a Group, they did not have that Momentum sufficiently 

enough to achieve their Goal.  And so, as Teachers of the Essene Mystery Schools, they all 

decided to Focus their ‘Light Inception Codes’ upon Yeshua Training Him, so that He would 

make His physical Ascension.  A Selfless Act of Love that has never been repeated upon Earth 

since! 

Today this ‘Essene Soul’ urge to Reunite is a huge pull upon Their Divine Hearts and yet even 

though Their Memories are now resurfacing once again, They remain within the Transmuting 

stages of human discord and imbalance and continue to clear and heal many physical, 

emotional and mental traumas along the way.  Subconsciously, these Dear Souls, due to their 

failed attempt to Ascend as a Group, and who had to reincarnate time and time again over 

the last 2000 years, the mental and emotional scars of that disappointment are still holding 

most of them back from making the next major decision within their lives.  These will begin 

to Heal now, thus making way for the final rehearsals before Reigniting the ‘Inception Codes 

of the Light’; this time with Absolute Permanent and Eternal Success. 

‘The God Awakening’ Book has given rise to Soul Merging within the EGA Proposals and 

without question this aspect would play a very important part within these Dear Souls, for as 

part of their inability to make the Ascension back then, many have made use of their ‘free 

will’ to experience all numbers of other potentials, only to spread themselves more thinly 

upon the ground, if We can say it this way!  Many have allowed themselves to be caught up 

in their other life incarnations.  Those who Incarnated in the time of Yeshua and became an 

Essene, have all now reincarnated upon the planet again, and are destined to, very soon, 

Gather in United Locations physically in many countries around the world.  These Dear Souls 

will, by the Natural Laws of Attraction, Create such a Loving and Powerful ‘Forcefield’, and not 

a single word will have to be spoken! 

It will be an overwhelming experience of being in the physical Presence of God!  The Golden 

Threads of Light of the Soul Streams that will enter through the Cosmic Crown Chakra and 

down to the Earth Chakra, The Sun of Even Pressure.  Today, when this takes place, a Golden 

Light will indeed manifest physically for all to see, instantly, and completely naturally, opening 

the Heart Chakras of those who see it, with profound and exuberant Waves of Divine Love, 

Light and Life! These New Groups who will gather together in a single Location will not be 

called Radiation Centres for nothing! 



Beloved Kuan Yin made clear references to the potentials of those who are now moving into 

place for such a ‘Second Coming’, but Know this, igniting your ‘I AM’ Presence within the 3rd 

Dimensional Earth does not automatically afford you Ascension.  There is still another aspect 

of the Divine Plan that today, 2000 years after Yeshua’s Ascension, where a Single Soul is no 

longer sufficient for the Salvation of the World; it must now come through the Soul Merging 

and the final Group Initiations of the ‘Inceptions of Light’!  Then Dear Souls, if that is not hard 

enough, it then has to be integrated fully into the physical Realms of Earth!  Sounds hard 

indeed, but the Truth Is, once the Soul Merge has begun, Living within the Multidimensional 

Levels of God the Father and Mother, those of the 4th through to the 9th Dimensional States 

of Consciousness and beyond, will become as Natural to you, as Breathing In and Out in the 

Circular Breath of God Life!  Living from the Centre of Your Beings will become your Joy and 

Your Love, Power and Wisdom. 

It is time that you begin to ask yourselves the questions that will offer you the Guidance to 

achieve what you Desire, or indeed more importantly, what your Soul Desires of you!  You 

have an unimaginable potential being offered to you now.  What you do with it will make all 

the difference!  I plead with you all who are reading or listening to this Treatise, give this some 

deep Feeling and Due Diligence and then step aside of your ego and your personality intellect 

and listen to what your ‘I AM’ Presence wants you to Know! 

I shall close now and ask My Beloved Daughter Princess Meta to take the Podium and Speak 

with you!  Congratulations to all of you for achieving these potentials available to you, the 

Elementals, Devas and Angelic Host Kingdoms.   

‘I AM’ Sanat Kumara and Bid You Blessings of Love and Light. 

Beloved Sanat Kumara steps aside and Lady Meta steps forward. 

LADY META:  Beloved and Esteemed Members of this Gathering, It is with Great Joy that I, 

Lady Meta, have been given the Opportunity to Speak of this, the ‘True Constitution’ and the 

‘I AM’ One World Nation and the Elemental Grace Alliance Council.  So many Loving Beings 

are now speaking of such things and how an unascended being has come forward with such 

a Mighty Proposal that has rallied together so many Light Beings from throughout the 

Galaxies.  It is this potential that is now more than just a Proposal, that is allowing for the 

turning of the many tides of imbalance, away from that which has held humanity, the 

Elementals, Devas and Angelic Host within such turmoil and undesirous chaos for so long! 

I, the Goddess of Healing and the Patron of Doctors and Nurses upon the Earth, and of the 

5th Ray of the Holy Green Flame, hold the Crystalline Blueprint of Every Child upon the Planet 

within My Heart.  Along with all those Dear Souls who are awaiting incarnation in the Heavenly 

Realms before birthing upon the Earth.  This Divine Blessing, that I have had Bestowed upon 

Me by God, Allows Me to Work with all the Healing Masters and Angels, to Uphold the Highest 

Matrix of Perfection for every child coming into embodiment.  Thanks to the Work of the 

Melvadek Alliance, the Work to free the entanglements of the old Double Core Flower of Life, 

Our Work today has been eased beyond measure.  Yet, We are still obliged to hold this New 



Single Core Flower of Life Blueprint in place, especially at the time the Dear Children are 

birthed into the Earth’s Atmosphere and then again when they physically touch the Earth for 

the first time. 

It is this time most of all, that without Our Help and Our Over Lighting Gifts, when these 

Beloved Ones are most vulnerable, especially now that their Energies are beginning to rise in 

vibrational frequency in anticipation to that of the actual Earth resonances and the human 

conscious mass resonances.  These are still very low in comparison and continue to hold the 

disruptive discords and interference patterns throughout humanity.  So much has been 

spoken of these things earlier within the EGA Discourses and so this is one of the major 

concerns that We still have, as We continue to bring about the balance of new and innocent 

lives, The New Children of the Light!  So, We are very busy here within the Inner Realms 

working with the younger children of Earth, by healing their minds and bodies from harmful 

influences.  My Devoted Priestesses and Angelic Beings and I of the Sacred Fire, Work 

tirelessly beside these Children as they, their parents, or their Guardian Angels, call upon Us 

for Divine Assistance, Healing and Guidance. 

So, the Work you all have to do regarding the cleansing of the human auras, the conscious 

mine fields of humanity, the influence of negative and destructive astral plane interferences 

and the clearing of the harmful energetic patterns that have been embedded into Mother 

Gaia’s surface, does indeed, without question, warrant a great deal of focus and attention in 

due course.  Yet, this is still, an important part to be concluded; to make way for the Purity of 

the Children so they may be held in Their Original Crystalline Integrity once they enter the 

Earth.  I Am Aware, that you are all beginning to see just how much is now depending upon 

what are now being called the Radiations Centres.  Remember, you are not alone Dear Souls 

and God would not have given any of you this Divine Task, if He/She Knew that it would be 

too great a Work for you.   For that reason alone, you are drawing unto yourselves now a 

Divine Responsibility that is Equal to the Success of this Divine Plan for a New ‘True 

Constitution’ and ‘I AM’ One World Nation. 

Dear Souls, you cannot know the excitement and the relief that you have given to so many 

through the implementation of such a simple idea as to want to help humanity and the 

Elemental Kingdoms.  I Know that you will not accept such a Blessing and tell Us that it was 

God’s Idea Impressed Upon Your Hearts and Minds.  But you Dear Souls had to come to the 

Realization first that offered the Opportunity to allow God to make these suggestions through 

you!   Now through your Persistence and Dedication and Focus, indeed your Rhythm to take 

it this far, We are all faced with a new potential that if implemented by you through others 

that will join you, the Idea of the Maha Chohan to Build Radiation Centres around the world, 

Oh My!  This will change everything on every Level of Dimension and Reality.  So Please Dear 

Souls, continue with your passions and do not let it wane or be inhibited by those who cannot 

yet understand or hear the Music, the Power of what is unfolding here.  The Momentum must 

keep Flowing and We Will Do Our Parts to get behind you with All Our Might, that I can 

Promise You in the Name of God! 



These Radiations Centres if I may speak of the opportunities that ‘I Am’ being Blessed with 

such Visions now.  These Radiation Centres could also become Healing Centres, just as Our 

‘Temples of Light’ are within the Etheric Realms, but now upon the ground!  With only as little 

as three persons can such a difference be made to so many locations around the world.  

Therefore, choose to make of your own sweet sanctuaries, foci for the melting and 

transmuting of these Healing Activities, We shall be glad to assist you. 

I Am a Servant of Light and I Am Willing and Desirous of pouring My Light Rays through each 

Disciple of as many Radiation Centres as possible.  Helping you to experiment with the 

conscious direction of those Beams or Inceptions of Light, to Generate the Love, Wisdom and 

Power of the Sacred White Fire Light that will be used for the Transmutation of all discord and 

imbalance around the Globe.  Will you please ask Me to give each of you the Opportunity to 

direct a Specific Beam of Consciously Qualified Light into some particular condition that you 

feel is in need of adjustment, holding that Beam steady upon that goal?  Ask me to give you 

the Pressure of My Green Flame, and then enjoy what the Light will do, without the pressure 

of your personal will! 

I, Meta, are here to give you all the Images and Visions and the Ideas for Creating such 

Facilities within your Centres that would extend into surgeries, hospitals, rehabilitation 

Facilities, Hospices and other Institutions, whereby Sound and Harmonic ‘Key Notes’ could be 

used to Maintain, Repair, Rejuvenate, Regenerate and Heal the Human Matrices of One’s 

Blueprint and Morphogenetic Grids.  Astrological Birth Charts will also play a major part within 

the Formulas of Approach and the outcomes of what will be discovered.  Do not overlook this 

fact!   

This is a huge subject with a simple answer, all that has to be done is the Research and 

Investigation work with clinical trials that will establish a whole new dynamic within the 

Medical Professions, that have not yet entered the minds of your scientists for treatment and 

cures of so many human disorders and dis-easements; not to what I Am Speaking of here!  I 

will help you to garner the information and place you in contact with all who can help you to 

change the history of present and alternative medicine. 

Beloveds, the Magnificent Centrifugal Vortices Created by Our Temples once Transferred to 

the New Radiation Centres will send forth the ‘Forcefields’ of the various Group Endeavours, 

and they shall be persistently, relentlessly and constantly laying upon such discordant and 

imbalanced vortices, dissolving and melting them away, that with little to no effort once the 

Radiation begins, they shall relieve The Elementals, Devas, The Angelic Host, so that mankind 

will literally be enabled to stand Forthright, Breathe in the Sacred Fire Light, and actually Live 

the ‘Quality of Life and Freedom of Spirit’, in the physical form while in the Sovereignty of the 

‘I AM’ Presence that has always been their Divine Birth Right! 

When you enter such Circles of Love In Action, into your Groups, and begin the make your 

tremendous Calls for the Light Rays to Expand, Expand and Expand, that will remove those 

causes of distress, at a Causal Level of All Life upon the planet, you will Render an 

Extraordinary Service that you will ‘never’ fully comprehend, until you have Ascended.  You 



cannot imagine now the changes that have occurred, even at this time, through the world 

with so many now sending out and holding the Love of Self, up to the Light of God!  God Bless 

You, and may All Your Journeys be filled with Love, Light and Life.  In the Spirit of ‘Narayana 

and Divine Grace’, I say, please Call upon Me anytime and Know that I, Princess Meta, 

Daughter of Beloved Sanat Kumara and Lady Venus, will Come with All My Dear Healing 

Masters and Angels to aid and Support you! 

‘I AM’ So Grateful, One and All! And So, It Is! 

BENEDICTION:  We Completely and Gratefully, Give Thanks and Divine Adoration, 

while Acknowledging and Accepting the One Eternal,  Ever - Expanding Christ Light.   

 


